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key features

Non-metallic
Non-traditional design
Low Cost
Custom colors and logos
Easy grip handles
Comfortable arm and foot rests
Secure braking system
Baggage tray
Easy to maintain



Why choose Jetweels?

Jetweels patented non-metallic transport
chair is designed and engineered with
you in mind. Packed with ingenious 
features, Jetweels transport chairs
looks as great as it performs.



Let the data speak!

% 100
Satisfaction

of our customers

Recyclable
Environmentally Friendly

1st Worlds
 Non metallic, can pass through

metal detectors

Available In
Saudi Arabia

Lightweight
 The lightweight design makes it

easy to maneuver

Comfortable Seat
 The ergonomic seat improves

posture and stability

Design
 Poly-carbonate, can pass

through metal detectors



Who we serve

Airports

 Jetweels non-metallic and stackable
 design provides hassle-free access
through airport security

Theme Parks

 Jetweels non-metallic and stackable
 design provides hassle-free theme park
access

Correction Centers

 Jetweels non-metallic and stackable
 design provides hassle-free and secure
access across corrections centers

Hospitals

 Jetweels non-metallic and stackable
 design provides hassle-free access for
Hospitals

Sports Arenas

 Increase fan engagement by customizing
 Jetweels with your team colors and logo, all
while redusing security line wait times

Nursing Homes

 Jetweels non-metallic and stachable
 design provides hassle-free access for
Nursing homes



Nonmetallic

MRI friendly. 
Water-proof.

Light weight.
Water-proof. 
Brandable.
Available ad space.

Airports 

Medical and Rehabilitation 
Facilities

Resorts &Hotels

Correctional Facilities

Our chairs are made from eco-friendly, see through poly-
carbonate plastic and are 100% recyclable. Because they 
are totally non-metallic, they easily pass through standard 
airport metal detectors, are MRI machine environment 
friendly and are completely waterproof. 

Non-metallic - Security process 
times are reduced for passengers 
with reduced mobility.

Non-metallic see through 
polycarbonate construction 
ideal for security inspection 
assurance.



Break away from 
the mundane!

Our unique, non-traditional/non-metallic design makes our 

Custom colors and company or organization logos or advertising 
make our chairs stand out  from the standard/typical transport chairs 
seen in most airports.

Add some color and creativity to your transport chair service!



Easy Storage
Nesting minimizes storage space

Partners
Jetweels is used by worlds leading Airlines

Jetweels Non-metallic Transport Chair complies with ISO 7176:1,3,5 
and 7 for Manual Wheelchair Tests and earned certification for its 
100% metal-free transport chairs under ISO/IEC 17205:2005  and 
JIS Z 2801 antimicrobial plastic test.



 Environmentally Friendly: It’s made from raw polycarbonate but it’s 100% recyclable.
Stability:

 Maneuverability: 8 radial ball bearings make for smooth and easy maneuverability.
Comfort: Hassle-free arm and foot rests  plus ergonomic design = comfort. 

                                 

Innovative

Unlock

Lock

Unlock

Lock

Adjustable 
armrests

Footrest

Advance 
braking system

Seatbelt 
and harness

Baggage tray
15kg. (33lbs.)

design features

Weight capacity
181kg. (400lbs.)
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Packed with ingenious features, jetweels looks as great as it performs 

                                 

10 Standard Colors

Unlock

Lock

Unlock

Lock

You can customize Jetweels
transport chairs with
your logo and custom colors.



Sales: Service:  

++

+

966 11 244-5966

966 50 893-4240 +966 56 422-1189 info@gokarts-atvs.com   

www.gokarts-atvs.com+966 11 254-4471


